
Teaching Philosophy – Grant Gibson 

I have been a lecturer for Economic Issues and Microeconomic Theory 2 – Consumer theory, and 

have been a teaching assistant for a wide variety of topics from first year macroeconomics to graduate 

econometrics. So far, my lecturing has mostly involved second year students who are beginning to 

explore economic concepts and ways of thinking.  Students at this level are often deciding on a major, and 

my goal as an instructor is to ensure that the students see the way that economic models can explain the 

world and not just sets of intersecting lines that need to be memorized and quickly forgotten. By ensuring 

that my lectures involve contemporary issues, and by giving students the opportunity to express and 

defend their opinions, I try to push my students towards developing a passion in economics as a field of 

study. I believe the best way to do this is to engage students with an economic interpretation of current 

events. A close second is to make sure that students have many ways to see material and discuss the 

problems they are having, as students may become discouraged if they struggle in a subject. With notes 

from students like “…genuinely disappointed to miss a lecture”, and “…I find the material very interest 

[sic] and pertinent. I am planning on subscribing to the Economist. Thank you for re-instilling my love for 

economics”, I feel that I have been successful in some cases in developing this interest and passion.  

 

Whenever possible, I like to step back from the purely theoretical and point out how the theories 

being taught apply to the real world in order to better engage the class in the material being taught. 

Teaching economic issues has given me the perfect opportunity to marry theoretical concepts to real 

world problems. I have found that not only do students enjoy seeing examples that they can relate to, their 

ability to understand how the models react to shocks is greatly improved when they can contextualize the 

theoretical predictions in a real-life scenario. For example, while the basic Solow-Swan growth model is 

not something they have studied before, the students are able to understand the relationship between 

output, the capital stock, investment, and savings quite easily when the model is embedded in a discussion 

of financial inclusion and microfinance. With this context, most are able to intuitively understand the 

impacts of increasing the savings rate before they have ever seen the graphical depiction of the model.  

While this can be difficult at times (both in finding examples and implementing them) the rewards of 

having a class that is very attentive to the material is well worth the additional effort. Opportunities for 

student engagement also present themselves in assignments. Instead of generic questions taken directly 

from a book, framing questions in light of modern issues and real life situations can help students 

understand the applications of the theory they are using. In consumer theory, I asked students to evaluate 

the impacts of tax changes on firms’ location decisions in a tax competition framework between 

provinces (notably as corporate taxes in Alberta were increased – a result that materialized less than a 

year later). Students knew intuitively that the answer should probably involve the quantity produced in 

Saskatchewan increasing. The nature of the problem made students more able to intuit an answer before 

coming up with a numerical solution.  

 

The second part of engaging students is giving them the opportunity to think critically and reflect 

on their learning. While problem sets may be easier for markers, students do not engage with the material 

as deeply as they do when they are given more independence in their work. I firmly believe that one of 

the weaknesses that economics students face upon graduation is their ability to communicate the critical 

thinking skills they have acquired over their four years at university. As such, I have made it a priority to 

have students write about their ideas, and, in situations where it is possible, I hope to have students 



present their work as well. This has three benefits: first, students are practicing oral and written 

communication; second, students who may struggle in test scenarios are given other avenues to 

demonstrate their understanding; lastly, being made to defend their opinion helps their critical thinking 

skills and gives them an opportunity to examine their beliefs. I have had a great response from students to 

the writing assignments for my economic issues class. These assignments have resulted in noticeably 

better test performance by students on the theoretical questions that pertain to the written assignments 

than the theoretical questions that do not. This is not to say that problem sets are not useful, as more 

mathematical courses require the students to practice in order to gain competence, but economics courses 

I have taken as an undergraduate have employed problem sets as a panacea rather than an approach to 

targeting specific learning goals. Because of this, I will continue to ask my students to apply course 

material to open ended written assignments and presentations, even if it is only to supplement the 

traditional practice material. 

 

Many undergraduates find faculty to be intimidating (however approachable we may try to be). 

Additionally, the way that students communicate has changed dramatically as social media and cellular 

phones have propagated. Thus, a face to face interaction that many students already find difficult by its 

very nature becomes even more imposing when the other party is a professor. Students may be put off by 

not wanting to be wrong, they may be intimidated, or they may simply not feel it is worthwhile to seek 

help. Regardless of their motivations, many students do not contact the instructor when they are falling 

behind. Some students are also averse to asking questions during lectures even if they are having trouble 

understanding a topic. I have tried several methods to make sure that students are able to a) see examples 

of problems solved in real time, and b) contact me in a space they feel more comfortable. When I was first 

responsible for tutorials in producer theory, I started a YouTube channel that walked through the test 

solutions and some sample problems. This allowed students to pause videos, or rewind to see the steps in 

solving the problem over and over if they so chose. Usage statistics suggest that the videos were watched 

by between one tenth and one quarter of the students in a term (accounting for the fact that there were 

likely non-McMaster students among the viewers). I also began hosting office hours on Google Hangouts 

which acts as a voice chat room that is accessible by anyone in the course, online, at no charge. I am still 

able to hold private office consultations with students who want to discuss material or grades in person by 

disconnecting for a few minutes, but students took to this new method very quickly. I usually had contact 

with a single student during `traditional’ office hours (if I saw any students), but my first day of virtual 

office hours saw 8 students join the chat to ask questions and get help. Office hour volume continued to 

wax and wane, but the average number of students who came to `see’ me increased sharply. Though I 

have only taught four full courses and several tutorial sections, I have improved my ability to engage 

students substantially since I first started instructing students. I hope to continue to practice these skills, 

while improving my use of technology and social media to reach out to students and help them increase 

their mastery of the topics covered. 

  

Please find enclosed my teaching evaluations from my Consumer Theory course from summer 

2016, and a composite of my teaching evaluations from Economic Issues (2016-2017). To contextualize 

these reviews, it is worth noting that Consumer Theory was a night class between 7 and 10 pm twice 

weekly for 6 weeks. I found it difficult to deliver the required material in this time in sufficient depth, and 

frustrating that students who missed a single lecture missed out on, in some cases, entire chapters worth 

of material. Economic Issues was a new course that I developed completely, including a curated 



courseware; there were issues in the fall term with clarity in expectations, but these were largely fixed by 

the second time it was offered in winter. Aside from early criticisms regarding the assignments, another 

frequent comment I receive is that I assume the students know more than they do. This `curse of 

knowledge’ effect is something I have continued to work on over time, and has been less of a problem 

over time as I gain more experience with the ability level of typical undergraduate students. I am 

encouraged that students find me approachable and easy to talk to, and am still working on tuning the 

difficulty of my assessments to the appropriate level. 



ECONOMICS 2D03 – Economic Issues 
Winter 2017 (Jan 4 – April 6) 

McMaster University Department of Economics 
 
 

Instructor: Grant Gibson 
Email: gibsonga@mcmaster.ca 
Office Location: KTH 728 
Office Hours: Monday, Thursday  3:00-4:00, or by appointment 
 
Lecture: Mon. Wed. 8:30, Fri. 10:30 
Classroom: LRW B1007 
 
Teaching Assistant: Majd Quzmar 
Email: quzmarm@mcmaster.ca  
* Note: Please contact the TA only if you have an issue with a grade on a written assignment or written 
portion of a midterm. 
 
Course Description: This course is a study in modern economic issues. We will apply basic economic 
principles to answer questions that could be asked issues facing both Canadian society and the 
international community. Students will study models related to free trade, environmental pollutants, rent-
seeking behaviour, economic growth, monetary and fiscal policy and their application to current 
problems. Studies will include the Trans-Pacific Partnership, deficits, green vehicle subsidies and organ 
sales - among others. 
 
Learning Goals: At the end of the course, students should be able to analyze a news article using 
introductory level economic principles. Students should also have a better understanding of some of the 
ways in which governments influence the economy, and ways they might address issues that remain 
unresolved. Students will be expected to have reasoned positions on economic issues presented in class. 
 
Textbook/supplies: Custom Courseware including readings and some model solutions is available from 
the bookstore. You will also need a scientific calculator (the department standard is the Casio FX). 

 
Assessments: Economics 2D03 will present models that we will apply to problems facing policymakers 
today. We will read newspaper and academic articles related to the issues we are studying. You will be 
expected to keep up with the readings and think critically about what you are reading. 
 
There will be three written assignments for this course that will ask you to summarize and reflect on your 
readings. These assignments should be approximately two pages (double spaced) and convince me that 
you’ve read the articles in question and have come to a well reasoned position on the issue. We will also 
have two midterms and a final exam intended to assess your understanding of the models that we study 
and your knowledge of the salient facts pertaining to the issues. These five assessments will contribute to 
your final grade as follows: 
 
Written Assignments (3) – 33% 
Mid-term exams (2) – 33% 
Final exam - 34% 
 
Missed work policies can be found at:  
https://socialsciences.mcmaster.ca/current-students/academic-advising/procedures-forms-policies/student-absence-information 
 



Exam Policy:  
The mid-term and final exams will consist of solving and understanding models as well as some concepts 
from the readings that weren’t part of the assignments. Tests will be held on Monday of the indicated 
week (Feb. 6th, Mar. 13th). 

 In an attempt to be fair exams will start and end at the designated times. If you arrive late to the 
exam you will not get additional time to finish it. 

 You must bring photo identification with you to the examination. 
 Solutions to the multiple choice portion of the exam must be bubbled into the scantron in HB 

pencil only 
 Solutions to any problem set portion must be done in pen if you want the option of having me re-

grade portions of the exam. 
MSAF Policy 
The MSAF is intended as an easy way for students to accommodate a single non-serious illness or issue 
during the term. MSAF may only be used once per term. Despite the guidance from the reporting tool, 
you do not need to contact me about missed work unless you MSAF assignment 3. The guidelines for 
MSAF are below:  

 If you MSAF a midterm the weight will be distributed between the 3 written assignments and the 
other midterm. I will not transfer the weight to the final.  

 If you MSAF assignment 1 or 2 the weight will be distributed to the other assignments. I will not 
transfer weight to the final. 

 If you MSAF assignment 3, you will be given a short extension, you must contact me directly 
within 48 hours of submitting the MSAF.  

I will not reply to MSAF emails other than assignment 3. You can verify that your MSAF was received 
by checking the MSAF column on avenue to learn. 
 
Class Schedule: 
I intend to cover the topics in the order listed. The week will begin Mondays with a description of the 
“economic issue” for that week including stylized facts and concerns. On Wednesday I will present the 
economic method we might use to think about the issue. On Friday we will discuss the readings of the 
week. Unfortunately, the coursepack had to be submitted before I was able to decide on a final order for 
this term. Weeks 2 and 13 are switched from their position in the courseware. 
 Week Content Week 
1 Introduction, rhetoric & logic Jan 4-6 
2 Patents & Trademarks Jan 9-13 
3 Deficits  / Written assignment 1 Jan 16-20 
4 Free trade - TPP Jan 23-27 
5 Population Aging Jan 30 – Feb 3 
6 Midterm 1/Monetary Policy Feb 6-10 
7 Externalities/ Written assignment 2 Feb 13-17 
8 Spring Break – No Classes Feb 20-24 
9 Missing Markets Feb 27 - Mar 3 
10 Financial inclusion Mar 6 – 10 
11 Midterm 2/Measuring GDP Mar 13 – 17 
12 Inequality Mar 20 – 24 
13 Rent-Seeking Mar 27 – 31 
14  Review/ Last day/Written 

Assignment 3 
Apr 3 - 5 

 
 
 



 
Written Assignments: 
There will be two written assignments that will ask you to comment/address an issue that we think about 
in class. The third will be on a separate issue that you will be expected to think about on your own and 
address in a written piece. The first two assignments will be due a week and a half after they are assigned 
(Feb 1st, Mar 1st). The third will be due the last day of class (April 5th).  
A good assignment will begin by framing the issue within the economic theory pertaining to the issue: is 
there an inefficiency? Is there an equality issue? Is this issue driven by market power? Is there likely to be 
a shift in a demand or supply curve? Why? Next, the arguments for the position will be made referring to 
the economic theory. Following this, you might provide some counterarguments to your own position. I 
will post a sample assignment that I wrote for last term (one from in term and one final) that you can use 
to see a "perfect" assignment. 
The written assignments will be graded following a rubric. There are no “right” or “wrong” positions to 
take on the issues, but taking a stand without providing evidence/economic rationale for it will be 
penalized. 
This is not an English course, but a non-trivial portion of the written assignment grade will concern the 
ability to effectively communicate your ideas in your writing (20/44 points). You will also be assessed on 
the quality of your argument and your understanding and applications of in class readings and other 
sources. 
 
Category Level -1  Level-2 Level-3 Level-4 Weight 
Position Student does not 

take a position on 
the issue 

Student’s 
position is 
unclear  

Student takes a 
position on the 
issue  

Student takes a 
position on the 
issue, relating 
arguments back to 
the position 

/4 

Argument Student does not 
argue for a 
position 

Student provides 
limited 
arguments (1) 

Student provides 
several 
arguments 
supporting their 
position (2-3) 

Student provides 
arguments 
supporting their 
position and 
addresses 
counterarguments 
(4+) 

/15 

Economics Student fails to 
summarize the 
economic issue 
or use any 
models 

Student coarsely 
summarizes the 
issue, but does 
not use 
economic 
models 

Student 
summarizes the 
issue well, using 
economic 
concepts in their 
explanation 

Student 
summarizes the 
issue providing 
new perspectives 
and uses 
economic models 

/18 

Writing Student’s writing 
is poor (>7 
spelling/grammar 
errors) 

Student’s 
writing is fair 
(4-7 spelling/ 
grammar errors) 

Student’s 
writing is good 
(<3 spelling 
errors) 

Student’s writing 
is very good (no 
spelling errors) 

/5 

Presentation Document is 
difficult to read 
(handwritten/ 
poor computer 
formatting) 

Document is 
legible, but 
formatting is 
inconsistent 

Formatting is 
sensible, but 
with several 
mistakes 

Formatting is 
sensible 

/2 

 



The written assignments will also employ an originality checking software. Students will be expected to 
submit their work electronically to the dropbox so that it can be checked for academic dishonesty. 
Students who do not wish to have their work checked electronically must still submit a hard copy to the 
instructor. No penalty will be assigned to a student who does not submit to this originality analysis. All 
submitted work is subject to normal verification that standards of academic integrity have been upheld 
(e.g., on-line search, etc.). To see the Policy, please go to 
www.mcmaster.ca/academicintegrity 
Late assignments will not be accepted without prior permission from the instructor (ie. you need to take 
action BEFORE the due date and not after). In the event of a serious issue, it is your responsibility to 
provide an MSAF. 
Disclaimers 
Students should be aware that, when they access the electronic components of this course, private 
information such as first and last names, user names for the McMaster e-mail accounts, and program 
affiliation may become apparent to all other students in the same course. The available information is 
dependent on the technology used. Continuation in this course will be deemed consent to this disclosure. 
If you have any questions or concerns about such disclosure please discuss this with the course instructor. 
 It is the policy of the Economics department that e-mails to the professor must originate from your 
official McMaster email address. I will not respond to emails from other domains. 
Academic dishonesty is to knowingly act or fail to act in a way that results or could result in unearned 
academic credit or advantage. This behaviour can result in serious consequences, e.g. the grade of zero on 
an assignment, loss of credit with a notation on the transcript (notation reads: “Grade of F assigned for 
academic dishonesty”), and/or suspension or expulsion from the university. It is your responsibility to 
understand what constitutes academic dishonesty. For information on the various types of academic 
dishonesty please refer to the Academic Integrity Policy, located at 
www.mcmaster.ca/academicintegrity.  

*Note* I have ZERO tolerance for academic dishonesty 
 

   



ECONOMICS 2GG3(E) – Intermediate Microeconomics 2 
Summer 2016 (June 20th August 3rd) 

McMaster University Department of Economics 
 
 

Instructor: Grant Gibson 

Office Location: KTH 728 

Office Hours: Mon/Tues 2-4pm 

Email: gibsonga@mcmaster.ca 

 

Lecture: Mon. 7-10pm, Wed. 7-10pm 

Classroom: TSH - B106 

 

Course Description: Where intermediate micro 1 (2X03/2G03) deals with firms and production, 

intermediate micro 2 (2GG3 - this course) deals with consumers and consumer theory. Many of the 

mathematical tools and logical skills transfer readily from one course to the other and many universities 

choose to teach consumer theory first.  

 

In this course you will learn how economists study and model consumer decisions. Consumer decisions 

are too numerous to list, but we will focus particularly on: the labour supply decision (“labor-leisure” 

model), choice of consumption bundles, intertemporal consumption decisions and decisions involving 

uncertainty. We will extend these models to allow multiple consumer-sellers in a general equilibrium 

model and also to study how large numbers of consumers can be combined to study entire markets. 

 

Recommended Textbook:  Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus 4th Ed. 

    Perloff, Jeffrey M., 2016, Mar. 14., Pearson-Prentice Hall  

ISBN 10: 0134167384 

 

Assessments: Economics 2GG3 is not a modular course. What I mean by this is that most of the topics 

cannot be understood well without good knowledge of the preceding material. As such it is in your best 

interest to keep up with the material. To properly incentivize you we will have a mini-quiz at the 

beginning of each class on the material from the previous class. Mini-quizzes will be designed to take 

approximately 5 minutes on average and will be either right or wrong. 

 

We will have a mid-term exam on July 6th and a Final exam on August 3rd. The midterm will cover all 

material before the July 6th class. The final, while ultimately cumulative, will mostly cover material from 

the last half of the term 

 

Lastly, there will be an ‘assignment’ due in class before the midterm and final exam. It is a set of 

problems from material throughout the term and should help guide you in your studying. You will be able 

to fill out the assignment at the pace you choose (throughout the term as we cover the material or all 

before the test). I encourage you to work in pairs for the assignments. Ensure that both names and student 

numbers appear on the assignment. 

 

The final grade will be calculated as follows: 

 

Assignments  – 15% 

Mid-term exam – 35% 

Final exam - 50% 

mailto:gibsonga@mcmaster.ca


The quizzes will count as bonus points for the midterm to which they apply (ie. the first five quizzes can 

add up to 5% to your midterm grade (maximum midterm grade 100%), the next four will add up to 5% to 

your final exam grade (maximum final exam grade 100%))  

 

Since I intend for the final to focus mostly on material for the second half of the course it is not a good 

substitute for the midterm. If you miss the midterm, an MSAF is NOT acceptable. Academic work worth 

25% or more of your final grade is ineligible for MSAF. YOU MUST WRITE THE MIDTERM. The 

missed work policies can be found at:  
https://socialsciences.mcmaster.ca/current-students/academic-advising/procedures-forms-policies/student-absence-information 

 

Exam Policy:  

The mid-term and final exams will have both a short answer/problem set portion and a multiple choice 

section. The multiple choice section will focus more on content (definitions, theory) while the short 

answer/problem set portion will focus mostly on practical applications.  

• In an attempt to be fair exams will start and end at the designated times. If you arrive late to the 

exam you will not get additional time to finish it. 

• You must bring photo identification with you to the examination. 

• Solutions to the multiple choice portion of the exam must be bubbled into the scantron in HB 

pencil only 

• Solutions to the problem set portion must be done in pen if you want the option of having me re-

grade portions of the exam. 

 

Homework: 

I will not assign additional problem sets other than the assignments. The textbook has a few problems in 

the back of each chapter intended to help you check your understanding. I strongly suggest that if you 

struggled with 2X03 you attempt to practice as many problems as your time will allow. I have reserved a 

copy of Theodore Bergstrom’s workouts in intermediate microeconomics 8th ed. as well as the 

accompanying textbook from Hal Varian at Mills library. If you are not familiar with course reserves, 

please see me or speak to a librarian at the front desk. I will distribute a list of questions to try from this 

book as the course progresses, you may also purchase this book if you so choose.  

 

Class Schedule: 

I intend to cover the topics in the order listed. The class-by-class guide reflects my pacing expectations. It 

is subject to change. Microeconomics texts tend to group similar concepts together. We will not be 

reading the textbook straight through. I have provided chapter references as appropriate. 
 

 # Date Content Textbook Chapter(s) Notes 

1 June 20 Preferences & Utility Ch.3 pp. 61-78  

2 June 22 Budget Sets & Optimal Choice Ch 3 pp. 78-99  Omit p 86 

3 June 27 Applications of optimal choice   

4 June 29 Compensated Demands and Consumer 

Welfare 

Ch 4 pp. 119-135  

5 July 4 Uncertainty Ch 16  

6 July 6 Midterm  Test/ A1 Due 

7 July 11 Test & Assignment take-up   

8 July 13 General equilibrium 1 Ch. 10  

9 July 18 General equilibrium 2 Ch. 10  

10 July 20 General Equilibrium 3 Ch. 10  

11 July 25 Market failures Ch. 17  

12 July 27 Review, assignment 2 take-up  No class on Aug 1 – 

holiday  

Assignment 2 due 

13 Aug 3 Final exam  Good luck 

 



Lecture slides can be found on the course’s avenue to learn page. I would encourage you to print them 

and bring them to class. This may help with your note taking, but is not a substitute to class attendance as 

the graphs and solved problems are all omitted from the posted slides.  

 

Academic Integrity: 

Academic dishonesty consists of misrepresentation by deception or by other fraudulent means and can 

result in serious consequences, e.g. the grade of zero on an assignment, loss of credit with a notation on 

the transcript (notation reads: "Grade of F assigned for academic dishonesty"), and/or suspension or 

expulsion from the university. It is your responsibility to understand what constitutes academic 

dishonesty. For information on the various kinds of academic dishonesty please refer to the Academic 

Integrity Policy, located at http://www.mcmaster.ca/academicintegrity.  

 

Email:  

The faculty of social sciences requires that email correspondence from students must originate from the 

McMaster email address. This is for your privacy and protection. I do not respond to emails originating 

from a personal email address.  

 

Additionally, please begin the subject line in the email with “2GG3”. I will try to respond to email within 

one business day and will monitor it more closely the day before the exams. 

Do not use the avenue to learn email system to contact me. If you get a response at all it will be very 

delayed. 

http://www.mcmaster.ca/academicintegrity


Summary Evaluations Econ 2D03 - Responses summed across three sections. Raw data available on request to gibsonga@mcmaster.ca

Overall for this course, what is your opinion of the effectiveness of the instructor?

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 4 1 2 1 2 9 9 13 21

The course objectives & requirements were made clear to students

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 3 1 3 3 2 2 15 8 17

The course inspired me to learn the subject matter

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 2 2 1 4 2 11 6 10 24

The instructor communicated the subject matter clearly and effectively

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 0 2 2 2 1 12 15 10 19

The instructor showed interest and enthusiasm for teaching the subject matter and the course

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 1 2 4 2 0 9 12 14 19

Couse projects, assignments, tests or exams improved my understanding of the material

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 5 2 4 0 4 5 10 11 9 13



Instructor feedback on assignments was helpful for my learning

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 3 4 4 3 15 9 4 11 5

The course content and course materials provided me with a deeper understanding of the subject matter

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5 1 2 0 2 2 7 11 11 20

The instructor showed genuine concern for students and student learning

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 2 2 2 2 2 9 12 10 22

The instructor created a classroom atmospere that was conducive to my learning

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 1 2 2 1 8 7 8 13 19

The instructor was available for consultation outside of class

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 1 0 2 3 7 11 8 31

Overall, the quality of my learning experience in this course was...

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 2 0 4 3 5 9 10 14 14



If applicable: Overall, how well did the tutorials/TA supports contribute to your learning in this course?

NA Very Poor Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

16 7 3 4 1 6 3 7 5 3 10

Compared to other courses you have taken, how would you rate the workload for this course?

Much Lighter About the Same Heavier Much Heavier

8 43 11 3

The primary reason I took this course was:

It was required for my program 10

I was interested in the subject 38

I wanted a course outside my program or primary interest 9

I wanted to take a course from this instructor 1

My first choice was full or didn't fit my schedule 9

 If I had a response it is next to an asterisk directly beneath the comment

Positive (Selected)

Enjoyed it, early lecture times were tough but this is the first time in uni i was genuinely disappointed to miss a lecture

*This comment means a lot

Comments have been sorted into positive, positive/negative, and negative. I have condensed positive comments, but presented all 

negative comments

Grant was extremely well spoken and explained economic concepts better than any professor I have had in Econ over my 4 years at 

McMaster. He used great examples when explaining concepts. The way he structured the course was very enjoyable and it should taught 

this way in the future.

Mr. Gibson is an excellent instructor and explains economic concepts skillfully. His slides and lectures are well prepared and orderly. 

Examinations are fair, but not lenient. I would be happy to be his student again.



Grant is the best professor I have had in my 4 years at McMaster and its not even close. He truly cares about his students and does 

anything possible to offer assistance with concepts and assignments. Grant, I just want to thank you for helping me find my passion for 

Economics again- I have not taken an Econ course in a couple years now and the material I have learned in this class blows me away. I 

cannot believe the application of basic economic theory you learn in first and second year micro and macroeconomics can be used to 

solve real world problems such as shortage of drug access and organ donations. This is the first course I have had in Econ that truly 

demonstrates how the discipline can be applied in the real world and again thank you Grant for bringing these unique concepts to my 

attention. Had I known I love this material so much may be earlier on in my undergrad I would have tailored my courses for an MA!

A BA in Econ at Mac means nothing without this class. It's the only one that approaches economics critically in any way. It's also the only 

one I've seen so far that requires any persuasive writing.

I feel as if I have learned an incredible amount throughout this course, and I find the material very interest and pertinent. I am planning 

on subscribing to the Economist. Thank you for re-instilling my love for economics, and for choosing topics that heightened my 

understanding of some of today's most important issues in the economic and political world.

I really enjoyed this course and it's one of my favourites so far. It was great for being able to develop counter arguments and learning 

about current economic issues, which is what I do on my phone anyways so I might as well take a class on it. The variety of topics was 

also great, I wish a talk on minimum wages could have taken place (although I guess it kinda took place in income inequality). I don't 

think I would have ever actively looked into organ sales and electric vehicle subsidies (the latter being great for engineering). The 

department should advertise this course in their first year econs because it was a great complimentary elective and what I think most 

people would think they'd be doing in the first year courses, talking about a topic then applying a theory. Which is honestly more 

enjoyable then doing just theory.

Mr. Gibson is an excellent instructor and explains economic concepts skillfully. His slides and lectures are well prepared and orderly. 

Examinations are fair, but not lenient. I would be happy to be his student again.

Honestly, one of the most interesting economics courses I've taken at Mac. The material was up to date and relevant to current issues 

which is different to a lot of other course I've taken. Professor Gibson made learning the material interesting and I learned a lot :) the 

notes were clear and tests were fair. I enjoyed writing the assignments, something I haven't done in an economics course before.

Prof Gibson expects alot of his students but the result is genuine learning, I'm two years into my commerce degree once i finish this 

semester and I feel as though I've learned more in his course than the rest of my degree since he didn't use a 'memorization and 

regurgitation' approach. He made me understand economics in a way raw definitions never could.



Positive/Negative (Comprehensive)

he effectively communicated the information, sometimes was slightly monotone but at 8:30 its expected.

The course objectives were clearly represented in all the assignments completed for this class. Very interesting subject matter. Prof. 

Gibson was also was knowledgeable and passionate about the course content. He was always available and accessible to answer any 

questions.

Very good, Grant is very well-learned on subject matter and does a great job of framing things in lesson, also I find our humour is quite 

similar, so I usually get a chuckle or two out of class.

*At least someone appreciates how difficult it is to come up with econ-related jokes on the fly

*I have my suspicions, but I don't actually know who this was….

Course structure was fine (assignments had you applying economic model to a modern event and analyzing it), and the lecture material 

was structured well. The tests were testing more memorization of the readings, and didnt have us applying the models as much (except 

during the short answer parts), which I didn't like.

I found the multiple choice quite tricky in the way it was worded. The written assignments were good however i think this course would 

benefit in having small homework/assignments to do more often (testing on the graphs/concepts from class) as this is what would 

prepare us for the tests/exam.

I think it would have been nice to get some sort of feedback on the assignments, I liked how there was a comment for the last one. 

Although, the rubric is great so you're able to see there. Overall, I really enjoyed the class!

*TAs were responsible for grading all the assignments (except the last one). In the fall term I asked the TA to write 

up a global response feedback for the assignment, but students deemed this not valuable.

Grant does a good job at being objective with his teachings. My only real problem is that there's no real feedback with the papers. From 

an engineering student's perspective we get our marks back for project summaries and lab reports and can ask the TA about the mark at 

anytime (the class sizes are the same as Econ 2D03 for Materials Engineering). So it's hard to know how the student can improve on their 

assignments.

If I could give you higher than a 10 on everything I would! Hopefully you have figured out at this point who has filled in this review, but I 

will be sure to keep in touch! Thanks so much for everything Grant, all the best!



Did not enjoy the midterms, did enjoy the material and readings.

good prof, explains concepts well, several ppt slides need improvement

this class was amazing i loved the course breakdown and the material. i feel that this class would be much more popular if it wasnt at 

8:30 in the morning. Classes were often empty and the temptation for students to sleep in caused myself along with others to miss class 

and not do well in the course. i feel that i would have done much better in this course if it was held later in the day.

- he is a good teacher, likes what he teaches and encourages us to be aware of economic issues - good quality teacher, moves a little fast 

but able to communicate theories to us in an understandable way - he thinks that we are smarter than we actually are; overestimates 

our intelligence! (sorry)

I thoroughly enjoyed the subject matter and the lectures. One way of improving the course could be to look at Including more economic 

theory into midterm exams as opposed to specific statistics from the articles (names, dates, numbers) would be more beneficial for 

students

*Test questions from the readings tended to be drawn from the reading guide provided at the front of the sections. I 

expected an A student to be able to thoroughly understand the ins-and outs of the problem, an A+ student needed to be able 

to offer comparative statistics (for international issues), or statistics describing the extent of the problem.

The in class learning was great although some of the questions on the midterms were tough because they came from very specific 

sections of the readings.

The overall experience was great. I would offer a review session or let students know which topics to place extra attention on for the 

tests. The tests were fair, although I found that a minority of questions were obscure and borderline unfair. For example, a small stat 

from a single reading/page 4 weeks prior could be the subject of a multiple choice question which is worth about .5% of your final mark. 

If students were told to place extra attention on that weeks reading then I could see this being completely justified. The questions that 

involved stats from the slides in class were more than reasonable.

*I have had this intelligence overestimation comment before in a theory class. I still haven't figured out how to 

deal with it.



*I recall distinctly low participation that day. It was intended as a joke, although it fell flat. This was in the middle 

of the aggressive advertising pushback against plain packaging laws

Professor Grant was very passionate about each issue we discussed. The content was very interesting and he was able to give us a 

thorough overview of each topic--I enjoyed going to class and learning about each topic. However, Professor Grant sometimes make 

comments that can be viewed as condescending. For example when he asked the classroom what tobacco companies are lobbying for 

and no one in class answered (whether they did know but did not want to answer or they did not know). Professor Grant then 

commented 'What do you do all day?--Nothing?' I understand that he made this comment to urge us to become more aware and take 

charge of educating yourself, but for some students, this comment may not have been well received.

I was very interested in the subject matter, however the instruction for this course was confusing and difficult. The assignments were 

very difficult (as well as midterm exams) and the grading scheme wasn't fair for the essays. However, it's been a great year, this was 

probably the hardest course I've taken so far. I was up for the challenge either way, economics can be confusing. I was ready for the 

challenges that the professor had to throw at us.

The instructor was good and inspired me to keep up to date on current events and challenge how they relate to the current state of the 

Canadian/ world economy. However, there weren't any ways to test knowledge throughout the course and felt that was i struggled a bit 

on the midterms in relation to my other courses. Overall good course.

The overall quality of the instruction of this course was great, however, I feel like the assignments should have been better 

communicated with the students as it was very hard, there were no proper guidelines, there was just a statement that we had to argue 

towards. In my perspective, the expectations for the assignments were not very clear, and the midterms were a bit difficult and heavily 

based on pure memorization of the course rather than the understanding of the course material.

midterm questions were too random (memorizing random statistics) externalities section- not enough economics (spent 2/3 classes on 

car facts) overall fairly paced assignments were fair but success largely depends on the student's interest on the topic (should consider 2 

topics, choose 1 format)

*That format sounds good until you think about having to grade it. I did make sure that the written assignments covered one 

"macro topic" and one "micro topic". I wouldn't consider explaining embodied energy and the life cycle of a product as "car 

facts".



Negative (Comprehensive)

professor didn't teach clear

Too much emphasis on memorizing specific facts/numbers as opposed to general theory

hard to do well when there is no material to prepare from. Feedback was poor along with the slides

Prof was always having technical issues and could never get the projector or the power points to work... but its not his fault. I think that 

the $1000 every student paid for this course should cover the cost of a proper projector... just a thought!:)

Instruction was very poor. A regular prof would post exam dates on avenue and have announcements to support it like what will be on 

the exam etc. This professor posted things in slides so we had to fish for information. The assignments were easy but the professor kept 

adding comments to avenue while many of us were already in the process of writing - lay out your expectations in the beginning and 

make the students job less stressful please. Out of the 3 times i emailed the professor, I NEVER received a response. I believe professors 

must engage with their students and make them feel they can approach them in time of need but Grant Gibson did not do this at all. 

Midterms were not at all fair, I did all the readings and studied course material and still did poorly. I took this course as i thought i had 

the knowledge from taking previous economics classes but nope did very poorly

*This was from the first section of the course. I hadn't anticipated a lot of the questions that arose regarding the 

assignments, hence the posts as time went by. I can't explain how this student didn't get an email reply from me. I am 

religious about email. Test dates could also be found in the syllabus.

*I was at least as frustrated as this student, because the issues were intermittent. Eventually I circumvented the Facility 

Services projector setup and just plugged directly into the projector, but with three hour lectures this was about 2/3 of the 

way through the term.

* I had toyed with the idea of changing deliverables for the compressed summer term, but felt it was unfair to the students 

who took the course in Jan. or Sept.

Don't understand most part The ppt is not understanding and there is only one and half month it is not enough time to finish all 

assignments .



Terrible learning experience, would not recommend this class to anyone

57% for class average on the second midterm in a 2nd year course should be enough as an explanation.

*This was also from the first time this course was taught. I always try to reassure students in this event that 

unless something really dramatic happens the mean and median grade will be a B

Course was a little unorganized. Would like if PowerPoint slides were available before class so we could add notes to them 

during class.

* I started providing slides about a month into the term (once I actually was far enough ahead to do so) and continued in 

later sections

There's no real reason in having any person read the course pack and powerpoint slides if tests don't even test you on the same 

knowledge. The tests were designed with the intent to test thinking skills, but absolutely fails at that because the questions are to be 

answered with facts, not how to solve problems. Not to mention, the guidelines in the coursepack is barely related to the knowledge 

tested on the midterms. The assignments are the only redeemable thing about this course because it clearly explains what's expected of 

you.
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ECON�2GG3 Gibson,�Grant 29.03��
(9/31�

1.�Overall�for�this�course��what�is��our�opinion�of�the�effectiveness�of�the
instructor�
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

1�student�(�11.11����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�2
3�students�(�33.33����said:�7
4�students�(�44.44����said:�8

Median:�7����Mean:�6.22�����StDev:�2.5724������ariance:�6.62

2.��he�course�objectives�and�requirements�were�made�clear�to�students.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

1�student�(�11.11����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�2
1�student�(�11.11����said:�6
1�student�(�11.11����said:�8
3�students�(�33.33����said:�9
2�students�(�22.22����said:�10

Median:�9����Mean:�7.11�����StDev:�3.2126������ariance:�10.32

3.��he�course�inspired�me�to�learn�the�subject�matter.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

2�students�(�22.22����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�6
2�students�(�22.22����said:�7
3�students�(�33.33����said:�8
1�student�(�11.11����said:�9

Median:�7����Mean:�6.11�����StDev:�2.8458������ariance:�8.1
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4.��he�instructor�communicated�the�subject�matter�clearl��and�effectivel�.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

1�student�(�11.11����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�2
1�student�(�11.11����said:�6
4�students�(�44.44����said:�7
1�student�(�11.11����said:�8
1�student�(�11.11����said:�9

Median:�7����Mean:�6�����StDev:�2.5386������ariance:�6.44

5.��he�instructor�showed�interest�and�enthusiasm�for�teaching�the�subject
matter�and�the�course.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

1�student�(�11.11����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�2
3�students�(�33.33����said:�7
2�students�(�22.22����said:�8
2�students�(�22.22����said:�10

Median:�7����Mean:�6.67�����StDev:�2.9814������ariance:�8.89

6.��ourse�projects��assignments��tests�and/or�exams�improved�m�
understanding�of�the�course�material.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

1�student�(�11.11����said:�1
3�students�(�33.33����said:�7
4�students�(�44.44����said:�8
1�student�(�11.11����said:�10

Median:�8����Mean:�7.11�����StDev:�2.3307������ariance:�5.43

7.��he�instructor�feedback�on�course�assignments�was�helpful�for�m�
learning.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

1�student�(�11.11����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�3
1�student�(�11.11����said:�6
3�students�(�33.33����said:�7
1�student�(�11.11����said:�9
2�students�(�22.22����said:�10

Median:�7����Mean:�6.67�����StDev:�2.8674������ariance:�8.22

8.��he�course�content�and�course�materials�provided�me�with�a�deeper
understanading�of�the�subject�matter.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent
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1�student�(�11.11����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�3
1�student�(�11.11����said:�6
1�student�(�11.11����said:�7
2�students�(�22.22����said:�8
2�students�(�22.22����said:�9
1�student�(�11.11����said:�10

Median:�8����Mean:�6.78�����StDev:�2.8197������ariance:�7.95

9.��he�instructor�showed�genuine�concern�for�students�and�student�learning.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

2�students�(�22.22����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�7
1�student�(�11.11����said:�8
5�students�(�55.56����said:�10

Median:�10����Mean:�7.44�����StDev:�3.5935������ariance:�12.91

10.��he�instructor�created�a�classroom�atmospere�that�was�conductive�to�m�
learning.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

2�students�(�22.22����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�6
3�students�(�33.33����said:�8
1�student�(�11.11����said:�9
2�students�(�22.22����said:�10

Median:�8����Mean:�6.78�����StDev:�3.2923������ariance:�10.84

11.��he�instructor�was�available�for�consultation�outside�of�class.
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

1�student�(�11.11����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�5
1�student�(�11.11����said:�7
2�students�(�22.22����said:�8
1�student�(�11.11����said:�9
3�students�(�33.33����said:�10

Median:�8����Mean:�7.56�����StDev:�2.7933������ariance:�7.8

12.�Overall��the�qualit��of�m��learning�experience�in�this�course�was...
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

2�students�(�22.22����said:�1
4�students�(�44.44����said:�7
2�students�(�22.22����said:�8
1�student�(�11.11����said:�9
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Median:�7����Mean:�6.11�����StDev:�2.8065������ariance:�7.88

13.��f�applicable��Overall��how�well�did�the�tutorials/���supports�contribute�to
�our�learning�in�this�course�
1-�ery��oor�to�10-Excellent

3�students�(�33.33����said:�0
2�students�(�22.22����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�5
2�students�(�22.22����said:�7
1�student�(�11.11����said:�8

Median:�1����Mean:�4.83�����StDev:�2.8529������ariance:�8.14

14.��ompared�to�other�courses��ou�have�taken��how�would��ou�rate�the
workload�for�this�course�
A.�much�lighter
B.�about�the�same
C.�heavier
D.�much�heavier

5�students�(�55.56����said:�2
2�students�(�22.22����said:�3
2�students�(�22.22����said:�4

Median:�2����Mean:�2.67�����StDev:�0.8165������ariance:�0.67

15.��he�primar��reason���took�this�course�was�
A.��t�was�required�for�my�program.
B.���was�interested�in�the�subject�matter.
C.���wanted�to�take�a�course�outside�my�program�or�primary�interests.
D.���wanted�to�take�a�course�from�this�instructor.
E.�My�first�choice�was�full�or�didn't�fit�into�my�timetable.

5�students�(�55.56����said:�1
1�student�(�11.11����said:�2
2�students�(�22.22����said:�3
1�student�(�11.11����said:�5

Median:�1����Mean:�2�����StDev:�1.3333������ariance:�1.78

16.��lease�comment�on�the�overall�qualit��of�the�instruction�in�this�course�

Dr.�Gibson�is�very�good�at�answering�our�questions�in�a�way�that�helps�us
understand�the�topic.�He's�also�very�helpful�outside�of�the�class�in�his�office�hours.��
think�when�Dr.�Gibson�is�giving�the�lecture,�he�doesn't�break�down�the�material
enough�for�us�to�understand�it�easily.��t�feels�like�he's�giving�the�lecture�as�if�it�were
a�review�session�rather�than�him�teaching�it�for�the�first�time.�Also�he�talks�about
everything�he's�teaching�as�if�it's�really�easy.��he�type�of�tone�he�uses�when�he's
lecturing�is�usually�one�that���use�when��'m�talking�about�things�that�are�really
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simple.�Maybe�it's�really�easy�for�him�but�it's�not�that�easy�for�us.���also�think�it�would
be�helpful�if�he�slowed�down�in�the�lectures.�His�actual�talking�speed�is�fine,�but�he
could�afford�to�take�some�pauses�in�between�slides�or�points�to�give�us�some�time�to
think�about�what�he�just�said�and�so�we�can�reali�e�if�there�was�something�he�said
that�we�didn't�understand.�Right�now�in�order�to�keep�up�with�him�there�isn't�much
time�to�really�think�about�what�he's�saying�or�else�you'll�miss�something�else�he's
said.

Found�it�difficult�to�understand�sometimes�but�overall,�instruction�was�good

Grant�is�a�very�smart�guy�but�he�speaks�down�to�the�class�on�a�regular�basis.�He
teaches�as�though�the�concept�is�obvious�and�we�should�all�know�what�he�is�doing
without�being�taught�the�material.��here�is�definitely�room�for�improvement.

��am�incredibly�impressed�with��rofessor�Gibson's�professionalism�and�genuine
interest�in�his�students.���have�always�had�negative�experiences�reaching�out�to
professors�in�the�past,�it�was�intimidating�and�very�difficult�to�meet�with�them�outside
of�the�classroom��whereas��rofessor�Gibson�was�always�available�and�willing�to
help�in�any�way�he�could.��'m�sure�this�motivated�his�students�as�well�as�made�them
feel�more�comfortable�which�is�SO�important�in�a�mandatory�course�that�many
students�struggle�with.

instructor�is�good

�rofessor�Grant�Gibson�was�a�good�lecturer.�But�there�was�a�lot�of�information�given
for�the�time�we�had.

�he�professor�is�great.

17.��lease�comment�on�the�oveall�qualit��of��our�learning�experience�in�this
course.

Assignments�are�hard.

Difficult�but�moderately�enjoyable.

For�me�it�was�fine�but�it's�a�little�concerning�when�the�average�of�the�midterm�is�a
60.

interesting�course

Overall,�my�learning�experience�in�this�course�was�positive�because�of�the
professor's�efforts�to�make�this�course�bearable.���believe�that�the�summer�term
should�be�slightly�longer�to�allow�more�time�to�learn�certain�topics.��t�was�a�very
difficult�and�fast�paced�course�however�the�instruction�and�the�organi�ation�truly
helped�in�the�overall�quality�of�my�learning�experience.

�he�work�load�and�content�was�too�much�for�the�time�given.��he�course�was
excessively�difficult.

�o�be�honest,���have�not�learned�much�in�this�course.���don't�know�the�concepts
apply�to�the�real�world�and�have�been�'binging�and�purging'�the�class�material.
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The following is a personal note from a student that I mentored after having taught her consumer 

theory  in the summer of 2016. She was very bright and sought out help at the first sign of difficulty 

which made  her an ideal student to work with. When she approached me after the term for help with an 
undergraduate student research award (USRA) I had no hesitation about helping her to prepare. These 
awards tend to be difficult for students in the social sciences to receive since they are competing directly 
against students from applied sciences who often have much greater access to research materials and 
greater knowledge of the research process (many of them have already been listed as a co-author on a 
paper). Throughout the process, Natalie was diligent and responded well to feedback with an eye to 
understanding why things needed to be reworded. While I, as a graduate student, couldn’t supervise her 
research, I continued to check in on her as she proceeded with her project. She presented her work in 
October, 2017 at a poster conference for students. That fall, Natalie returned to ask for help with 
graduate school applications. While she initially had hesitations about applying to top programs, I was 
eventually able to convince her that her career would be best served in such programs. She was 
eventually accepted at the University of Toronto for a Masters in Health Policy and was hand selected by 
a faculty member for additional funding as a research assistant. 
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